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Abstract—Among the current technologies to analyse large data,
the MapReduce processing model stands out in Big Data.
MapReduce is implemented in frameworks such as Hadoop, Spark
or Flink that are able to manage the program executions according
to the resources available at runtime. The developer should design
the program in order to support all possible non-deterministic
executions. However, the program may fail due to a design fault.
Debugging these kinds of faults is difficult because the data are
executed non-deterministically in parallel and the fault is not
caused directly by the code, but by its design. This paper presents a
framework called MRDebug which includes two debugging
techniques focused on the MapReduce design faults. A spectrum-
based fault localization technique locates the root cause of these
faults analysing several executions of the test case, and a Delta
Debugging technique isolates the data relevant to trigger the
failure. An empirical evaluation with 13 programs shows that
MRDebug is effective in debugging the faults, especially when the
localization is done with the reduced data. In summary, MRDebug
automatically provides valuable information to understand
MapReduce design faults as it helps locate their root cause and
obtains a minimal data that triggers the failure.

Index Terms—Debugging aids, testing and debugging.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE data generated during recent years has grown exponen-
tially, and consequently several challenges arise to store,

transform and analyse this information. Traditional technologies
are not able to handle huge amounts of data in a scalable way
and the Big Data paradigm [1] has emerged to tackle these chal-
lenges through novel technologies. Most of the de facto standard
Big Data frameworks are based on the MapReduce processing
model, among others Hadoop MapReduce [2], Spark [3] or Flink
[4]. One study in Microsoft [5] indicates that at least 34% of data
scientists (Big Data and non Big Data) use frameworks based on

MapReduce. The MapReduce processing model [6] divides one
big problem into several small subproblems that are distributed
in a large cluster, and the execution is automatically managed by
a framework. One program can be executed in different ways
because the framework allocates the resources not only based on
the program design, but also based on the resources available at
runtime. For example, the framework could execute the same
program with more or less parallelism, or re-execute part of the
program in case of infrastructure failures. If that same program
code executes the same dataset several times and sometimes suc-
ceeds but other times fails, depending on how the framework
manages the execution, then this program is incorrectly designed.
The developer should design the program so that it behaves cor-
rectly in all possible executions, because the framework will
manage the execution depending on, among others, the runtime
resources. To avoid these failures, the program should satisfy the
semantics required by the MapReduce processing model like
idempotency, and commutativity/associativity, among others.

The quality of the MapReduce programs becomes crucial,
especially in those used in health (e.g., DNA alignment [7]),
security (e.g., ballistics [8]), or other critical sectors. An analysis
performed in the MapReduce clusters at Yahoo! indicates that
around 3% of the programs do not finish the execution [9].
Another study places this percentage between 1.38% and
33.11% [10]. Concerning the characterization of faults, another
study of 507 programs reveals at least five different kinds of
faults are caused by an erroneous design [11]. Other works iden-
tify and categorize further more faults that are caused by an
incorrect design of theMapReduce applications [12], [13].

In our previous work we have devised a testing technique that
can detect these design faults automatically when the same test
case executed several times does not yield similar outputs [14].
According to an empirical study [15], sometimes the developers
erroneously think that these design faults are caused by the
framework malfunction and report it, but in fact the fault lies in
the program design and not in the underlying framework. Not
only are design faults difficult to detect during testing, they are
also difficult to debug as the execution generally exhibits paral-
lelism and timing issues, among others. Sometimes the design
faults are masked, and other times manifest themselves in a
non-deterministic way due to the distributed execution of Map-
Reduce. According to a large-scale study conducted by Bagher-
zadeh et al. [16],MapReduce and debugging are among the three
most requested topics in Stack Overflow about Big Data. In the
case of debugging, some studies suggest that developers could
benefit by the integration of several debugging techniques [17].
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This paper proposes, integrates and implements in a frame-
work called MRDebug two debugging techniques aimed to
help developers during the understanding of the MapReduce
design faults. Indeed, identifying the causes and locations of
MapReduce design faults can be complex due to the many dif-
ferent ways in which the Big Data framework can execute the
program and the size of input data. For this reason, we propose
a specific debugging framework that addresses both i) the
automatic localization of the root cause of the fault using a
fault localization technique, and ii) the automatic isolation of
the data that trigger the failure using an input reduction tech-
nique. These two debugging techniques focus on different
aspects of the fault and are complementary, as they contribute
to facilitate the comprehension of the bug in orthogonal way:
the first identifies the suspicious pattern of execution that
triggers the failure and the second identifies the suspicious
input data.

While either technique is obtained by applying well-
established debugging approaches (Spectrum-based fault locali-
zation [18] and Delta-Debugging [19], [20], respectively), the
novelty/originality of MRDebug is in the tailoring of such
general-purpose debugging approaches to the specific-domain
of MapReduce design faults. Spectrum-based fault localization
techniques usually locate faulty lines of code, but the
MapReduce design faults are triggered in non-deterministic way
depending on how the framework executes the program. This
means that the same faulty code with the same data could some-
times fail, and other times succeed. Therefore, instead of locat-
ing the lines of code, the proposed fault localization technique
(MRDebug-FL) analyses several executions and characterizes
the pattern of the non-deterministic executions that cause the
failure: this pattern searched by MRDebug-FL relies on the
peculiar characteristics ofMapReduce configurations.

Besides, in the faulty execution configuration, only a small
subset of the input data could be sufficient to trigger the failure
and the proposed input reduction technique (MRDebug-IR) iter-
atively shrinks the test input data until finding a minimal (or
reduced) failing subset. MRDebug-IR is obtained by adapting
the general-purpose Delta-Debugging technique to reducing the
MapReduce input data.

The two techniques can be fruitfully integrated so to improve
the fault localization efficiency through the execution of fault
localization after the input reduction (MRDebug-IR-FL). In this
way, the fault localization technique is executed with only the data
relevant to understand the fault, because the irrelevant data that
can cause noise are first removed by the input reduction technique.

Note that, differently from existing approaches, neither
MRDebug-FL nor MRDebug-IR need an oracle, as they both
embed our previous test technique called MRTest [14], which
can determine whether a test execution passes or fails by apply-
ing metamorphic testing (however MRTest by itself does not
support fault localization or input reduction). MRDebug also
differs from general-purpose debugging techniques as it only
requires one test case that is executed several times by incorpo-
rating small changes at each execution: according to the Lewis
Counterfactual theory of causality [21], the root cause of the
fault is the one of these small changes that turns the execution

from success to failure. In summary, the contributions of this
paper include:
� MRDebug-FL: A MapReduce specific Spectrum-based

fault localization [18] technique to obtain the root cause
of the fault discovering the characteristic(s) that are com-
mon among the executions that trigger the failure.

� MRDebug-IR: A MapReduce specific Input reduction
technique based on Delta Debugging algorithm [19], [20]
to isolate the data that trigger the failure.

� MRDebug-IR-FL: The integration of the Input reduction
technique followed by the Fault localization technique
aimed to obtain better results than the two techniques
applied separately.

� Automation of both fault localization and input reduction
techniques without using a user-defined oracle.

� Experimentation with test cases executed against real-
world and seeded programs to analyse both the effective-
ness and efficiency of the debugging techniques proposed.

The scenario of use of MRDebug is when developer/tester
executes locally the unit test cases and one of them triggers a
failure caused by a design fault. In that case, MRDebug auto-
matically provides both the root cause of the design fault and
the minimal data that trigger the failure.

It is worth noting that eachMapReduce framework is slightly
different because it adopts the MapReduce processing model in
different ways. The proposed debugging framework, MRDebug,
is implemented for Hadoop MapReduce applications executed
in development environment with smaller data than the produc-
tion data.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the background of MapReduce, design faults and fault
localization. The debugging framework is presented in Section III.
The fault localization technique is defined in Section IV, the input
reduction technique in Section V, and the integration of both
techniques in Section VI. The experimentation is performed in
Section VII. Finally, the related work is discussed in Section VIII
and the conclusions are drawn in Section IX.

II. BACKGROUND

To understand the underlying concepts and terminology of
the paper, this section introduces the MapReduce processing
model, the testing technique used by the proposed debugging
approach (MRTest [14]), and the bases of fault localization.

A. MapReduce Processing Model

The MapReduce processing model [6] allows developers to
process massive data in parallel through the “divide and con-
quer” principle. In one of the most basic designs, the developer
only needs to implement two MapReduce functions: Mapper
and Reducer. The Mapper function receives the input and pro-
duces <key, value> pairs where the key is the identifier of one
subproblem and the value is the part of the data needed to solve
it. Next, the Reducer receives all values grouped by key (<key,
[values]> pairs) and solves the subproblems. In order to scale
to massive data, the program is executed in a Big Data cluster
on frameworks such as Hadoop [2], Spark [3] or Flink [4],
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among others. The program uses the distributed resources avail-
able in the cluster to execute several Mapper processes in paral-
lel and, when they finish, it also executes several Reducer
processes in parallel. These parallel executions decrease the exe-
cution time, but the high quantities of <key, value> pairs emit-
ted from Mapper to Reducer may cause net bottlenecks. This
issue can be avoided if the developer designs the program with
anotherMapReduce function called Combiner (e.g., combineBy-
Key in Spark or CombineFunction in Flink). In this scenario, a
Combiner is executed after eachMapper and decreases the num-
ber of <key, value> pairs by solving the subproblems with the
data available locally in the Mapper process. Once the Com-
biner obtains the partial solutions for eachMapper, these partial
solutions are emitted to the Reducers that obtain the global
solutions.

For example, suppose a program that calculates the average
temperature per year given an input of “year; temperature”
rows. This program can be divided in one subproblem per year
(key) and can be designed in the following way: the Mapper
function emits <year, temperature> pairs, and both Combiner
and Reducer receive <year, [temperatures]> and emit <year,
average of temperatures>. Depending on the resources avail-
able during runtime, the program is executed with different
numbers of theseMappers, Combiners and Reducers. Fig. 1 rep-
resents a simple execution with 2 Mappers, one Combiner per
Mapper, and 2 Reducers. First, each Mapper receives a subset
of years and the temperatures as input, and produces an out-
come with one <year, temperature> pair per input. After each
Mapper has finished, a Combiner receives an input with the
<year, temperature> pairs from the Mapper, but grouped by
the key (<year, [subset of temperatures]> pairs). Next, each
Combiner calculates the average with the partial temperatures.
Once all Mappers and Combiners have finished, the Reducer
receives inputs composed by one year with all partial averages
(<year, [partial averages]>), and finally the Reducer calculates
the global average per year.

In a development environment, the program is usually exe-
cuted in one computer without parallelism. However, the execu-
tion in the production environment is carried out in several
servers and the infrastructure failures are frequent. The execu-
tion of the program is automatically managed by a framework
that divides the dataset to be analysed in parallel, allocates
resources, and handles the common infrastructure failures,
among others. Delegating the management of the program exe-
cution to a framework is an advantage for developers because
they can focus on designing the program functionality without
having to deal with the underlying distributed execution. How-
ever, this is also a disadvantage for testers because the program
should succeed in all possible configurations/executions and

testers do not have fine-grained control of the processes exe-
cuted because the parallel execution is automatically handled by
the framework. Even a faulty MapReduce program can some-
times succeed, and other times fail, depending only on how the
framework decides to execute the program processes.

For example, Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 represent two different execu-
tions of the same program with the same input data, but one of
them triggers a failure. The failure is triggered when the execu-
tion of Combiner/Reducer is not commutative/associative as in
the execution of Fig. 2, and succeeds in other cases. The pro-
gram is wrongly designed because if Combiner emits the local
average temperatures, then the Reducer is not always able to cal-
culate the global average temperature from these local average
temperatures: for the year 1999, avg avg 4�ð Þ,avg 2�, 3�ð Þ� �

6¼
avg 4�, 2�, 3�ð Þ because 3:25� 6¼ 3�. The first Combiner of Fig. 2
receives 4� and emits 4� (avg 4�ð Þ ¼ 4�). At the same time, the
second Combiner of Fig. 2 transforms the temperatures 2� and
3� into 2.5� (avgð2�, 3�Þ ¼ 2:5�). Therefore, the Reducer
receives for the year 1999 the local average temperatures 4� and
2.5�, and emits their average 3.25� (avg 4�, 2:5�ð Þ ¼ 3:25�). This
Reducer (Fig. 2) is incorrect because the average temperature
should be 3� (avg 4�, 2�, 3�ð Þ ¼ 3�) as happens in Fig. 1.

This kind of faults are referred to as design faults in this paper.
A design fault is when the program is not correctly designed in
accordance with the MapReduce semantics/correctness proper-
ties [22] (partition-isolation and commutativity, among others).
When aMapReduce program is implemented with a design fault,
it could execute correctly one time and fail in the next execution
even with the same code and data. The program fails intermit-
tently because when theMapReduce semantics/correctness prop-
erties are not satisfied, the program does not support all possible
non-deterministic executions that can happen in production. To
avoid design faults, the developer must design the program with
the properMapper, Reducer and/or Combiner functions in accor-
dance with the MapReduce semantics/correctness properties.
There are different types of design faults, some of them are intro-
duced when the developer tries to optimize the program with a
wrong Combiner, for example implementing a Combiner func-
tionality that is not idempotent, or Combiner-Reducer functions
that are not commutative/associative. Other design faults can be
introduced by the wrong assumptions about the data placement,
for example when the Combiner/Reducer functions expect the
data sorted in some way, but they are not due to the distributed
execution, or when one of the Mapper/Combiner/Reducer func-
tions requires some data that are in another computer.

Design faults are not only difficult to detect, but also to
debug. Some faults could be fixed changing few lines of code,
but other faults can require to change much more code or even
add/remove some MapReduce functions. For example, if the

Fig. 1. Execution of MapReduce program. Fig. 2. Failure execution of MapReduce program.
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fault is in Combiner, the developer can easily fix it by removing
the Combiner function: in Hadoop Streaming this only needs to
remove the parameter call “-combiner”, inHadoopMapReduce
to remove the API call “setCombinerClass”, or in Flink to
remove the “combine” function from a Reducer class called reduc-
eGroup. However, the previous changes are not the best solution
because the fixed program will not execute the Combiner optimi-
zations. Another way to fix the fault is redesigning the Mapper-
Combiner-Reducer functions: in Flink program the developer can
implement the Reducer interface “GroupCombineFunction”
by including/changing the Combiner code, in Spark by changing
the Reducer function “reduceByKey” to another Reducer func-
tion called “aggregationByKey” with the new Combiner
code. In the faulty program that calculates the average temperature
per year, the fault can be fixed removing the Combiner, or rede-
signing the whole program. In this last case, the developer can
change theCombiner so that instead of calculating the partial aver-
age of temperatures, it calculates both the partial sum of tempera-
tures and also the number of temperatures added together. Despite
this change seems simple, it requires to re-design the whole pro-
gram: Mapper now should emit <year, {temperature, 1}> to fol-
low the same syntax and semantic of Combiner, and Reducer now
should implement a new logic because it does not receive temper-
atures but both sums and counts of temperatures.

We are not aware of any research survey that analyses how
prevalent are the design faults in the MapReduce programs, but
an analysis of 507 programs reveals that at least 5 programs
have a design fault and 58% of Reducers do not satisfy the com-
mutative property [11]. The programs of these Reducers could
also have a design fault depending on the Combiner code if
any. There are also other design faults beyond the non-
commutativity of Combiner/Reducer [12], [13].

B. Automatic Testing in MapReduce: MRTest

In previous work [14], we devised a testing technique called
MRTest that is able to automatically detect the design faults of
the MapReduce applications using Partition [23], Combinatorial
[24], [25] and Metamorphic Testing [26], [27]. MRTest receives
test input data and detects a fault when different executions of
the same program on the same data do not yield the same out-
puts. It is not feasible to execute all possible executions that can
occur in production, but MRTest executes a representative sub-
set of them. After the execution, MRTest checks automatically
that the outputs of all executions are equal. MRTest and their
underlying concepts (design fault, characteristics, configurations
and execution) are used in the debugging approach proposed in
this paper to both enhance and automate the debugging informa-
tion about the design faults.

Design fault: A fault of the MapReduce programs whose
functionality can be rightly implemented but does not satisfy the
semantics/correctness of the MapReduce programming model.
A wrongly designed program can obtain two different outputs if
the program is executed twice. This is because the program is
not correctly designed to support all possible executions that
could happen in production. Given a set S of all semantics that
all MapReduce programs must satisfy (e.g. partition-isolation,

among others [22]), a MapReduce program P has a design fault
when the program does not satisfy some of these semantics:
9 s 2 S j P 6‘s. A design fault could be triggered non-
deterministically depending on how the framework manages the
distributed execution of the program.

Characteristic: A characteristic chi defines an execution pat-
tern of a MapReduce program in a parallel framework, for
example, “>1 Mapper”. The set of characteristics of a MapRe-
duce program (CH) is obtained by means of partitioning [23],
considering the execution structure and the data distribution of
the MapReduce program as the input domain, where each parti-
tion is a characteristic. In total, for the Hadoop MapReduce
framework CH has the following 17 characteristics1: “1
Mapper”, “>1 Mapper”, “data executed in the same order as in
the input”, “data executed in different order as in the input”,
“data equally distributed in the Mappers”, “data non-equally
distributed in theMappers”, “0 Combiner”, “1 Combiner”, “>1
Combiner”, “Mapper output equally distributed in the
Combiners”, “Mapper output non-equally distributed in the
Combiners”, “0 data directly from Mapper to Reducer”, “>0
data directly from Mapper to Reducer”, “1 iterative executions
of Combiner”, “>1 iterative executions of Combiner”, “1
Reducer” and “>1 Reducer”. More details about these charac-
teristics are given in [14].

Configuration: A configuration confi ¼ ch1, ch2, :::h i is a
combination of characteristics that represents a potential execution
of a MapReduce program in a parallel framework. For example,
the configurations conf1 ¼ > 1 Mapper, :::, 1 Reducerh i and
conf2 ¼ > 1 Mapper, :::, > 1 Reducerh i represent the MapRe-
duce program execution of Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The set of
configurations used in MRTest to test the MapReduce program is
denoted CONF and it is generated applying combinatorial testing
[24], [25] to the set of the characteristics. In 2-wise combination
there are 11 different configurations. Note that not all characteris-
tics can be combined in the same configuration due to possible
constraints between them. For example, a configuration with
“1 Combiner” must have “Mapper output equally distributed in
the Combiners”, because there is only 1 Combiner. The configura-
tions generated with the combinations and their constraints are
both defined and detailed in [14]. A special case of configuration is
the base configuration confbase, that represents an execution of the
MapReduce program with neither parallelism nor optimizations.

Execution: Given a test input data t and a configuration confi,
an execution exec t, confið Þ is the distributed flow of Mapper,
Combiner and Reducer processes executed according to the con-
figuration confi and t as input. The execution exec t, confið Þ pro-
duces an output formed by the <key, value> pairs emitted by
this program execution. For example, Figs. 1 and 2 show the
exec t, conf1ð Þ and exec t, conf2ð Þ, respectively, which produce
different outputs.

MRTest aims to check if a program has a design fault or not.
To this end, MRTest receives a test input data, generates the
configurations, executes the program covering these configura-
tions, and finally checks that all of these executions produce the

1Other MapReduce frameworks (e.g. Spark or Flink) could have different
characteristics.
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same output. The MRTest technique is summarized in the
pseudo-code of Fig. 3.

First, MRTest executes the program according to the most
basic configuration (confbase) and saves the output (base output).
Next, MRTest generates other configurations and executes the
program according to these configurations. There are several
potential executions per each configuration because the same
characteristic can be covered in different ways, for example
“>1Mapper” can be covered in executions with 2Mappers or 3
Mappers, among others. For each configuration generated,
MRTest executes randomly the program yet assuring that the
whole configuration is covered. Each one of the executions is
called a follow-up execution according to the terminology of
Metamorphic testing [27]. Finally, MRTest compares the output
of each execution against the base output (metamorphic rela-
tion). In case one of the executions produces different output,
then MRTest reports a failure due to a design fault because the
fault is triggered or masked depending on how the program is
executed. In the reporting of failure, MRTest also indicates the
configuration that triggers the failure. Note that MRTest is able
to detect the design faults automatically for every MapReduce
program without knowing either the expected output or the
semantics of the program. According to our previous experi-
ments [14], MRTest is accurate and can be used as automatic
partial oracle [28].

For example, suppose that a tester wants to test the MapRe-
duce program that calculates the average temperature per year
with the Mapper, Combiner and Reducer functions described in
Section II-A (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The tester designs a test case
with 4 input data composed by year 1999 with 4�, 2� and 3�,
and year 2000 with 5�. MRTest automatically generates the 11
configurations based on the 2-wise combination of the character-
istics. Next, MRTest executes the test case following these con-
figurations (follow-up executions), and checks if all of them
produce the same output. Two of the executions are depicted in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 and their outputs are different, so MRTest has
automatically detected a design fault.

C. Debugging Techniques

There are several debugging techniques that help the tester in
different ways, among others the fault localization and the input
reduction techniques. While fault localization helps testers
locate the root cause of the fault, the input reduction techniques
help them understand the fault by providing the minimal input

data that trigger the failure. The main concepts of these two
techniques are detailed below.

The fault localization technique most used in research is the
spectrum-based fault localization that analyses the common
behaviour between the test executions that fail and the different
behaviour in those that succeed [18]. For example, if all test
cases that fail cover one line that is not covered in successful test
cases, then this line is suspected as the cause of the failures. The
spectrum-based fault localization techniques obtain a ranking of
the most suspicious causes of the fault according to the following
procedure: (1) definition of the behaviour to be analysed, e.g.,
line coverage (program spectra), (2) generation of several test
cases, (3) execution and monitoring of the test cases, and (4)
analysis of the behaviours observed during the execution.

The observed behaviour that is used to find the root cause of
the fault is defined according to program spectrum [29], [30]
such as the coverage of code, parts of the execution, or other
execution-related data. For example, if the program spectra used
are the lines of code, then spectrum-based fault localization
observes the lines covered and not covered by the test cases and
obtains a ranking of the lines that are most suspicious to trigger
the failures. The first line of the ranking is the most suspicious
to be the root cause of the fault. This ranking is called
“suspiciousness ranking” and is obtained analysing the
similarity/distance from the vector that contains the failures of
all test cases (failure) to the vector of the coverage of each line
in all executions (behaviour covered). Those lines that are both
covered during the failures and not covered in the succeeded test
cases, are more likely to be the root cause of the fault. That is,
the line that has the highest suspiciousness to be the root cause
of the fault is the one that has the most similar vector of cover-
age to the failure vector. There are several ranking metrics in the
literature that can be used to calculate this similarity, but no sin-
gle one is the best in all domains of fault localization [31].

Many fault localization techniques proposed in the literature
obtain the suspiciousness ranking analysing the source code,
like the lines or branches covered by the test cases. However,
the root cause of the fault is not always the source code. For
example, the localization techniques of product lines locate the
root cause of the faults in features sets instead of the source code
[32]. In the case of the design fault ofMapReduce programs, the
root cause of the fault is not the code itself either because the
same faulty code sometimes triggers the failure and other times
masks it depending only on how the external framework exe-
cutes this code. Locating which are the patterns in common
among those executions that trigger the failure could help the
tester to understand the design fault and fix it. Therefore, the
root cause of the fault is the characteristic that have in common
the configurations that expose the design fault, such as the num-
ber of Mappers executed in parallel or the number of
Combiners. Once the fault has been located, the developer
would fix the program redesigning it usually by changing sev-
eral faulty lines of code and adding/removing new operations.

Input reduction techniques use different strategies to reduce
the data until a minimal data that triggers the failure is obtained.
One of these strategies is Delta Debugging [19], [20] that finds
the first local minimum using recursively a greedy algorithm

Fig. 3. MRTest pseudo-code.
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with a binary-search. In the first step, Delta Debugging divides
the test input data in two halves (binary-search). If one of the
halves still triggers the failure, then this half is again divided fur-
ther with the binary-search approach and the other half is dis-
carded (greedy). However, if neither of the two new halves
triggers the failure (i.e., the failure is triggered by a mix of the
two halves), then the granularity of the search space is
increased: one of the two halves is selected together with one
half of the other half. This approach is applied recursively until
the first local minimum is reached.

III. DEBUGGING FRAMEWORK: MRDEBUG

This paper describes the MRDebug framework that aims to
help testers during the debugging of the MapReduce design
faults. This framework, depicted in Fig. 4, automatically locates
the root cause of the design faults and provides the minimal data
that trigger the failure. To this extent, MRDebug combines two
orthogonal debugging techniques: fault localization (MRDebug-
FL) and input reduction (MRDebug-IR). These debugging
techniques start with a test case failure: test input data and con-
figuration that trigger the failure (e.g., obtained by MRTest dur-
ing the testing). Both techniques execute MRTest several times
as automatic partial oracle to obtain valuable information to
debug the programs automatically. The fault localization and the
input reduction techniques can be executed separately or in com-
bination (MRDebug-IR-FL):
� MRDebug-FL: reveals the characteristics that cause the

design fault (root cause of the fault). For example, if
MRDebug-FL indicates “>1 Combiner” as root cause of
the fault for the program that calculates the average tem-
perature per year, this means that the test case usually
fails in configurations with “>1 Combiner” and also does
not usually fail in other configurations. Despite the fact
that the characteristic “>1 Combiner” is the root cause of
the fault, this fault is not always triggered with “>1
Combiner”, as the failures depend not only on the config-
uration executed but also on the input data executed.

� MRDebug-IR: obtains the minimal data of the test case
that still trigger the failure. For example, in Fig. 4 the test
case reveals the fault with 4 <key, value> pairs, but
MRDebug-IR indicates that the failure can still be trig-
gered with only 3 <key, value> pairs. In this example
MRDebug-IR has only reduced the input data of 1 <key,
value> pair (from 4 to 3), but note that the example is
illustrative and MRDebug-IR is able to reduce several
<key, value> pairs until reaching minimal data that still
triggers the failure.

� MRDebug-IR-FL: first reduces the data (MRDebug-IR)
and then localizes the root cause of the fault (MRDebug-

FL) among these reduced data. Executing both techni-
ques together is more effective than executing them sepa-
rately because the fault localization in MRDebug-IR-FL
only receives the data that cause the failure and does not
receive noise from other irrelevant data.

Using multiple debugging techniques could benefit the devel-
opers [17]. In the case of MRDebug, the two techniques of fault
localization and input reduction provide complementary infor-
mation because they are focused on debugging different parts.
The fault localization technique is focused on the characteristic
of the execution that triggers the failure, and the input reduction
technique is focused on the minimal data that trigger the failure.
This combined debugging information obtained automatically
by MRDebug can help testers understand the fault.

MRDebug debugs MapReduce applications implemented for
Hadoop MapReduce framework. During the debugging, the unit
test cases are re-executed several times in a local environment to
guarantee both a fine-grain control and reproducibility. In pro-
duction environment it would be quite difficult to guarantee the
previous because the framework manages the execution in a
non-deterministic way according to the resources available.
Hadoop MapReduce has more than 190 parameters that can
affect the execution [33] and the official documentation indi-
cates that some of these parameters interact subtly with the exe-
cution making the fine-control even more complex [34].

The deployment scenario of MRDebug is when a unit test
case fails due a design fault. The tester uses MRDebug to obtain
automatically information related to the fault: either of the two
provided debugging techniques can be used alone, or they could
be used in combination (in which case we suggest to first apply
data reduction and then fault localization). The tester uses the
fault localization technique, MRDebug-FL, to obtain the infor-
mation related to the non-deterministic executions that trigger
the failure. On the other hand, the tester uses the input reduction
technique, MRDebug-IR, to obtain information related to which
part of the input data is the one that triggers the failure. The tes-
ter could also use both techniques together with MRDebug-IR-
FL to obtain information of the fault related to both data and
execution. Section IV details further the fault localization tech-
nique, Section V the input reduction technique, and Section VI
the combination of both techniques.

IV. MRDEBUG-FL: FAULT LOCALIZATION

The spectrum-based fault localization proposed in this paper,
MRDebug-FL, uses the characteristics as program spectra with
the goal of automatically identifying which characteristic causes
the design fault in theMapReducer programs. As Fig. 5 summa-
rizes, MRDebug-FL receives a test case failure, and provides a
ranking of the most suspicious characteristics to cause the fail-
ure. To this end, MRDebug-FL starts generating several

Fig. 4. MapReduce debugging framework.
Fig. 5. Fault localization technique in MapReduce programs.
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configurations varying their characteristics (Generation of con-
figurations). Next, the test input data is executed according to
these configurations using MRTest in order to monitor if the
execution succeeds or not (Execution and monitoring of config-
urations). Finally, MRDebug-FL analyses with a ranking metric
which characteristics are more frequently executed in the config-
urations that produce a failure and which ones in those that suc-
ceed (Analysis of suspiciousness). MRDebug-FL executes the
algorithm of Fig. 6 as described below.

Generation of configurations: The configurations are gener-
ated based on the Lewis counterfactual theory of causality [21]
like other fault localization techniques [35]. In such a way,
MRDebug-FL generates new configurations (CONFFL) where
each new configuration (confFL) has the same characteristics as
the configuration that failed in testing (conffail), bar one that is
changed. For example, if conffail ¼ “> 1 Mapper”, ch2, :::h i,
then a new configuration confFL ¼ “1 Mapper”, ch2, :::h i is gen-
erated changing only ch1, and other new configurations are gen-
erated in the same way, changing each other chi. The goal of
this single change is to check whether the characteristic changed
between the conffail and the confFL is able to mask the fault or
continue to fail. In both cases, the configuration confFL provides
clues about the root cause of fault.

Fig. 7 summarizes the generation of these new configurations
for the program of Section II-A. First, the configuration conffail
fails during testing with the following characteristics:
conffail ¼ <“>1 Mapper”, … , “>1 Combiner”,… >.
MRDebug-FL generates new configurations (CONFFL) varying
each characteristic: the “>1 Mappers” is changed to
“1 Mapper” in confFL A, and “>1 Combiner” is changed to

“0 Combiners” in confFL B. Note that each new configuration
confFL only changes one characteristic in comparison with
conffail and the other characteristics of confFL remain the same.
The figure only shows two confFL (A and B), but there is one
confFL per each characteristic changed.

Execution and monitoring: For each configuration confFL
generated in CONFFL, MRDebug-FL executes the program with
the input data of the test case t, and monitors if the execution
triggers a failure or not. This execution is carried out by MRTest
because it is able to both detect the design faults automatically
and guarantee that the program is executed according to all the
characteristics of confFL. In the best case, the characteristic that
causes the fault would trigger the failure each time that a config-
uration with this characteristic is executed, but this is not always
true in practice due to the coincidental masking of the faults. To
avoid this problem, MRDebug-FL executes K times each
confFL, where K is a tester supplied parameter (default is K ¼
5). Note that a configuration can be executed in different ways,
for example a configuration confFL ¼ “> 1 Mapper”, ch2, :::h i
must be executed with more than one Mapper, and this is possi-
ble in different ways: 2 Mappers, 3 Mappers, or 2 Mappers but
different data in each one, among others. Each configuration
confFL is executed K times randomly but forced to cover the
characteristics of the confFL. The more the executions, the better
the results, but at the expense of more execution time.

In the example depicted in Fig. 7, one execution triggers a
failure (the execution of confFL A), but another execution masks
the fault (the execution of confFL B). Note that Fig. 7 only illus-
trates one execution of two confFL.

Analysis of suspiciousness: After finishing all executions,
MRDebug-FL obtains the suspiciousness ranking by analysing
the following information of these executions: if each execution
succeeds or fails, and the characteristics executed in each execu-
tion. This analysis is done by a ranking metric that obtains per
each characteristic how much it is suspicious, and then ranks
these characteristics from more to less suspicious. The ranking
metrics usually consider that one characteristic is more suspi-
cious of causing the fault when the executions that execute this
characteristic fail. In the same way, a characteristic is also suspi-
cious when the executions that succeed do not execute this char-
acteristic. The ranking metrics compute the suspiciousness of
each characteristic (suspiciousness_chi) based on the similarity
of two binary vectors: one of the vectors indicates per each exe-
cution if the failure was triggered or not (EXEC_FAILURES),
and the other vector indicates also per each execution if the char-
acteristic was executed or not (COVERAGE_CHi). The more
the vectors are similar, the more the characteristic is suspicious,
because either the executions usually fail when the characteristic
is executed, or the executions usually do not fail when the char-
acteristic is not executed. MRDebug-FL implements the most
common ranking metrics from the literature [18], [36], [37]
(there are 52 of them), and each one computes the
suspiciousness_chi based on the existing notions of similarity
between two binary vectors, but they weight the computation in
different ways. One of these ranking metrics is Ochiai1 and its
computations is suspiciousness_chi ¼ NCF=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
NF � ðNCF þNCSÞ

p
,

where NF is the number of failing executions, NCF is the number

Fig. 6. MRDebug-FL pseudo-code.
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of failing executions that cover chi, and NCS is the number of
successful executions that cover chi. Other ranking metrics also
compute NS (successful executions), NC (executions that cover
chi), NU (executions that do not cover chi), NUS (successful exe-
cutions that do not cover chi), and NUF (failing executions that
do not cover chi). Finally, the first positions of the suspiciousness
ranking contain those characteristics that are most suspicious to
cause the design fault according to one of the 52 ranking metrics
selected by the tester.

In the example represented in Fig. 7, MRDebug-FL obtains
the suspiciousness ranking based on the Ochiai1 metric, com-
paring the similarity between the EXEC_FAILURES vector and
the coverage vector of each characteristic: “1 Mapper”, “>1
Mapper, and the others not depicted in Fig. 7. The vector of
“>1 Mapper” is different than the vector of failures because
despite some executions with “>1 Mapper” fails (the execution
of conffail), there are other executions that succeed with “>1
Mapper” (the execution of confFL B). According to the Ochiai1
ranking metric, the suspiciousness of “>1 Mapper” is 0.37. We
cannot say if this suspiciousness is high or low because it
depends on how much more/less suspicious other characteristics
are. In the case of “>1 Combiner”, the coverage vector is quite
similar to the vector of failures because the executions that fail
usually execute “> 1 Combiner” (executions of conffail and
confFL B). The suspiciousness of “>1 Combiner” according to
Ochiai1 is 0.46. Finally, MRDebug-FL ranks the characteristics
based on the computed suspiciousness, and “>1 Combiner” is
the characteristic most suspicious to cause the design fault. Note
that the suspiciousness of “>1 Combiner” is not 1 because there
are some executions not depicted in Fig. 7 that succeed when
executing “>1 Combiner” due to coincidental masking.

V. MRDEBUG-IR: INPUT REDUCTION

Given a test case failure, the input reduction technique,
MRDebug-IR, applies Delta Debugging to recursively select
only a subset of the input data until a minimal input data that still
triggers the failure is reached. The reduction technique executes
the algorithm of Fig. 8 as described below. This algorithm is
similar to Delta Debugging but with slight differences. During
the reduction, MRDebug-IR uses MRTest to check whether the
reduced data still trigger the failure, and also allows to stop the
reduction when the test input data is small enough. To this end,

MRDebug-IR has an optional parameter “threshold” in case the
tester wants to indicate how much test input data is small
enough, regardless of whether it is possible to reduce the
data further.

In the first part of the reduction, the test input data are divided
into two subsets with half of the data each (binary-search). Next,
MRDebug-IR executes each subset using MRTest [14] as auto-
mated partial oracle in order to check automatically if the subset
of the test input data still triggers the failure or not. If one of
these subsets triggers the failure, then this subset is divided
again. In the case that neither of the two subsets of data triggers
the failure, the granularity is increased (e.g., one of the subsets
together with half of the other subset). The algorithmic details
of howMRDebug-IR works are described below.

MRDebug-IR executes recursively the input reduction algo-
rithm trying in each iteration to reduce a little bit the subset of
the test input data that triggers the failure. This subset is repre-
sented in the algorithm by treducted and in the first iteration it is
the whole test input data. MRdebug splits this subset into num-
berKVsplits sub-subsets of it called splits. In the first itera-
tion, numberKVsplits is 2, which means that the test input
data is divided into two splits. Each time one of the splits trig-
gers a failure, the algorithm tries to reduce recursively this faulty
split into 2 splits. When none of these 2 splits triggers a failure,
the faulty data is partially assigned in one split and partially in
the other split. In that case, the algorithm increases the granular-
ity analyzing again the same subset of data but with the double
of numberKVsplits. Next, MRDebug analyzes each one of
the splits of the subset (KVsubset) together with their comple-
ments (KVcomplement). A complement is the subset minus
each one of the splits, this means that the first time the comple-
ment is one half of the subset together with one half of the other
half of the subset. The algorithm is executed in this way recur-
sively until either it reaches the minimal data or exceeds the
threshold. A minimal test input data is reached when the subset
that triggers the failure cannot be split in more parts because the
number of splits is already bigger or equal than the number of
<key, value> pairs of the subset.

Fig. 9 illustrates how MRDebug-IR reduces the input data
from a test case that fails. First, the 4 <key, value> pairs of the
input data are divided into two halves: the first half has the first
2 pairs (treduced A), and the second half the other 2 pairs
(treduced B). Next, each half is executed using MRTest, but

Fig. 7. Example of the fault localization technique.
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neither of them triggers the failure. Therefore, MRDebug-IR
increases the granularity because the failure might be triggered
with some data of the first half and other data of the second half.
MRDebug-IR starts with the first half together with the half of
the second half (treduced C), this means a subset of the three first
<key, value> pairs. This subset is executed with MRTest and
reveals the failure with only three <key, value> pairs
(treduced C). Finally, MRDebug-IR is executed recursively in
order to check if it is possible to reduce more <key, value>

pairs, but in this illustrative example it is not possible because it
has reached the minimum test input data.

VI. MRDEBUG-IR-FL: INPUT REDUCTION

AND FAULT LOCALIZATION

MRDebug-IR-FL debugs automatically the MapReduce pro-
grams with a sequence of input reduction followed by fault
localization. The goal of MRDebug-IR-FL is to improve the
localization of the design faults using input reduction to remove
those <key, value> pairs that are not relevant to trigger
the failure.

First, the input reduction technique, MRDebug-IR, reduces
automatically the input data until either a threshold configured
by the tester or a minimal data that triggers the failure (treduced)
is reached. Next, the fault localization technique, MRDebug-FL,
localizes the design fault automatically (RANKING). There are
some potential benefits to execute the fault localization with the
reduced data. The fault localization could be more effective
with reduced data because these data have less noise and there-
fore produce less coincidental masking. On the other hand, the
fault localization with less data could be faster than with the full
data. The experiments of Section VII-C confirm that the fault
localization of MRDebug-IR-FL is both more effective and
more efficient than MRDebug-FL.

In the example used in the previous sections, the test input
data have 4 <key, value> pairs (Fig. 4). MRDebug-IR-FL exe-
cutes MRDebug-IR and obtains that the failure can be triggered
with only the 3 <key, value> pairs represented in Fig. 9
(treduced C). Next, MRDebug-IR-FL executes MRDebug-FL
with these 3 <key, value> pairs and obtains that the root cause
of the fault is “> 1 Combiner”.

VII. EVALUATION

The goal of the experiments is to evaluate both the effective-
ness and the efficiency of MRDebug-FL, MRDebug-IR and
MRDebug-IR-FL in debugging the MapReduce design faults.
Regarding MRDebug-FL, we aim to answer the following
research questions:

RQ1.1. Is MRDebug-FL more effective at locating the
root cause of MapReduce design fault than a ran-
dom localization (baseline)?

RQ1.2. In what position of the suspiciousness ranking
obtained by MRDebug-FL is the root cause of the
MapReduce design fault?

RQ1.3. How much execution time does MRDebug-FL
employ to locate the MapReduce design fault?

RQ1.4. Can MRDebug-FL achieve a trade-off between the
design faults located and execution time by vary-
ing the number of times that each configuration is
executed (parameter K)?

The research questions about MRDebug-IR are:
RQ2.1. Is MRDebug-IR more effective at isolating the test

input data that trigger theMapReduce design faults
than a random reduction (baseline)?

Fig. 8. MRDebug-IR pseudo-code.
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RQ2.2. How effective is MRDebug-IR in reducing the test
input data of the MapReduce design faults?

RQ2.3. How much execution time does MRDebug-IR
employ to reduce the test input data of the MapRe-
duce design faults?

The research questions about MRDebug-IR-FL are:
RQ3.1. Is MRDebug-IR-FL more effective at locating the

MapReduce design faults than MRDebug-FL?
RQ3.2. Is MRDebug-IR-FL able to decrease the execution

time of MRDebug-FL?
RQ3.3. How much data should MRDebug-IR-FL reduce

to localize the faults in both a more effective and
more efficient way?

To answer the research questions, we have selected the sub-
ject programs using Purposive sampling [38] which is the sam-
pling technique most used in recent high-quality software
engineering research [39]. In total, we have selected 13 subject
programs (P1-13): 5 are real-world programs that have a known
design fault (P1-P5), and the other 8 programs (P6-P13) are
fromMapReduce benchmarks used in the literature [40], [41] in
which we have injected a design fault. The method followed for
the fault seeding is Expert Human Seeder [42], which proposes
to inject faults manually in order to cover the different types of
design faults based on the knowledge about both MapReduce
and the type of faults. The faults injected represents a wide vari-
ety of design faults according to the different MapReduce
semantics, grouped in the following fault categories: commuta-
tivity/associativity/idempotency (P3, P6 and P12), wrong
assumptions regarding to the order of the information in the
input/intermediate data (P1, P2 and P13), Shuffle phase distribut-
ing the data incorrectly in different Reducers (P7, P8 and P10),
and Mappers wrongly partitioned/processed (P4, P5, P9 and
P11). Moreover, each one of the faults has been injected to fail
in very different way than others from the same category using
different MapReduce functions/functionalities: Mapper, Com-
biner, Reducer, In-Mapper Combiner, composite key, compos-
ite value, setup, or cleanup, among others. In the following,
we provide a description of both functionality and faults of sub-
ject programs:
(P1) Open Ankus [43] is a recommendation system that recom-
mends to the users some items like books based on those pre-
ferred by similar users. The Reducer incorrectly matches the
first item of the first user with the first prediction done even
when the prediction is for another item. The program fails

when data about the same both user and item are unsorted due
the parallel execution of the framework.
(P2) Data quality analysis [44] measures the quality of the
data interchanged by companies. The program fails when
some particular data under analysis are not processed in the
same order as in the input due to parallelization issues done by
the framework. The fault is actually fixed.
(P3) Movie analysis [45] obtains statistics about movies. The
Combiner is incorrectly implemented with a non-
commutative/non-associative functionality. The program fails
when several Combiners are executed with the partial data of
the same movie and Reducer is not able to aggregate them.
(P4) Data cleaner Knn analysis [46] cleans the data using a
machine learning program to make clusters of similar data.
The Mapper incorrectly tries to access the non-local available
data. The program fails when the framework splits the data of
the same cluster in several Mappers and the Mapper is not
able to access all of them.
(P5) PageRank [47] calculates the importance/popularity of a
web page based on the links connected. Reducer requires the
information of the web page and all its links, but the Mapper
incorrectly returns to the Reducer only the links that are
locally available in this Mapper. The program fails when the
framework parallelizes the links of a web page in severalMap-
pers and Reducer only receives part of the links.
(P6) Wordcount counts the number of times each word is
repeated in a text. The Combiner is incorrectly implemented
with a non-idempotent functionality that instead of increasing
the counter by 1, sets the counter to 1 after the second iterative
execution. The program fails when the framework executes
the Combiner iteratively several times.
(P7) Grep counts the times that a pattern is repeated in a text.
The Mapper emits a composite key containing the grep pat-
tern, but the Shuffle phase is incorrect because it does not guar-
antee that all data of the same pattern go to the same Reducer.
The program fails when the partial counts of the same grep
pattern are in different Reducers due the parallel execution of
the framework.
(P8) Flyinghours finds the total flying hours per departure
hour-airport. The Mapper incorrectly emits the departure hour
as a value instead of as part of composite key. The program
fails when a Reducer does not receive all data of the same
departure hour-airport due the parallelization of the
framework.

Fig. 9. Example of input reduction.
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(P9) CommuteModeTrips calculates the number of trips done
by each transport mode. The program has an In-Mapper Com-
biner and the Reducer incorrectly does not aggregate the par-
tial data from this type of In-Mapper Combiner. The program
fails when the input data of the same transport mode is split by
the framework in several Mappers and Reducer does not
aggregate them.
(P10) MovieAge counts the number of movies that can be
watched per each age based on the recommended age. For
each target age, Reducer counts the movies from age 0 to the
target age. However, Mapper uses incorrectly the recom-
mended age of the movie as key, and the Reducer could not
receive all movies from age 0 to the target age. The program
fails when a Reducer receives the movies of one age but does
not receive those of the lower ages due the parallelism done
by the framework.
(P11) studentGPA calculates the GPA from several grades.
The Mapper calculates the GPA of those grades locally avail-
able, and Reducer incorrectly emits them directly without
aggregating them. The program fails when the framework
splits the grades of the same student in several Mappers, and
Reducer does not aggregate the partial GPAs.
(P12) CarAccidents calculates the average visibility level per
severity type. The program has an In-Mapper Combiner fol-
lowed by another Combiner incorrectly implemented with a
non-commutative/non-associative functionality. The program
fails when the framework executes the Combiner.
(P13) weatherAnalysis obtains a delta between the maximum
and minimum snowfall per each state-month. The Mappers
receive the snowfall sorted by state-month and for each one
only emit the first and last snowfall. However, the Reducer
incorrectly calculates the delta from the first and last snowfall
of each state-month, even when they are not the maximum or
minimum. The program fails when the snowfalls are unsorted
due the parallel execution of the framework and Reducer is
not aware of that.

The population of the experiments is composed by all test
cases that trigger MapReduce design faults, and each of these
test cases is taken as the experimentation unit. The test cases are
generated randomly for each of the previous subject programs
guaranteeing that they trigger a design fault. The experiments
could be affected by the number of test input data, hence a
blocking factor [48] is established with different numbers of
<key, value> pairs varying between 10 and 99999 pairs. This
means that the experiments are replicated with different blocks,
each one indicates the lower and upper limit of number of<key,
value> pairs and analysed individually to both control and
detect some influence of the number of test input data in the
debugging techniques. Hence, the test cases are not only gener-
ated randomly but also with the number of <key, value> pairs
established in the blocking factors designed per each research
question. The research questions related to MRDebug-FL,
RQ1.1-RQ1.4 and RQ3.1-RQ3.2, have the following blocking
factors: between 10 and 99 <key, value> pairs, and between
100 and 999 <key, value> pairs, respectively. The research
questions that execute the input reduction, RQ2.1-RQ2.3 and
RQ3.3 have the following blocking factors: between 10 and 99,

100 and 999, 1000 and 9999, and between 10000 and 99999
<key, value> pairs. The following subsections address the
research questions repeating each experiment 30 times for each
subject program and blocking factor. The experiment environ-
ment is a Linux server with 10GB of RAM, the subject programs
are implemented using Hadoop MapReduce, and they are exe-
cuted in local. The size of the test input data varies from 10 up to
99999<key, value> pairs depending on the blocking factor.

Subsection VII-A addresses the research questions of
MRDebug-FL, Subsection VII-B the RQs of MRDebug-IR, and
Subsection VII-C the RQs of MRDebug-IR-FL. Finally, Sub-
section VII-D discusses the general results, and Subsection
VII-E the limitations of the experiments. The supplemental
material with the test cases and the scripts used in the evaluation
are in Zenodo [49].

A. MRDebug-FL Evaluation

This section addresses the research questions RQ1.1-RQ1.4
by executing MRDebug-FL with the test cases and the program
subjects described above. MRDebug is executed with K ¼ 5
(we evaluate the impact of this parameter in RQ1.4) and using
the 52 ranking metrics listed in the supplemental material:
Ochiai1 and Tarantula, among others, that are the most common
in the literature [18], [36], [37]. This section only shows the
aggregated results with the Ochiai1 ranking metric due to the
limitation in space. The results of each blocking factor, subject
program or ranking metric are similar to those shown in this sec-
tion, and they are provided as supplemental material.

In fault localization it is common to have ties in the ranking
[50]. A tie occurs when MRDebug-FL assigns the same suspi-
ciousness to multiple characteristics and they are simultaneously
in the same ranking position. Since it is not possible to rank sev-
eral characteristics in the same position as the tester can only
analyse one of them at a time, the tester breaks the tie by ran-
domly selecting the characteristics of the tie one by one. This
randomness can have an impact on the results of the experi-
ments when the root cause of the fault is tied with other charac-
teristics because ranking one before the other is a matter of
chance. To control this randomness during the evaluation of
MRDebug-FL, the following three tie-breaking scenarios are
applied: best, average and worst scenarios of each tie that con-
tains the root cause of the fault. The best scenario breaks the tie
by ranking the root cause of the fault above the other character-
istics of the tie, i.e., the tester analyses the root cause of the fault
before the other characteristics of the tie. In the same way, the
worst scenario ranks it below the other characteristics of the tie
i.e., the tester analyses the root cause of the fault after the other
characteristics of the tie. Finally, the average scenario ranks it in
the middle of the tie. In the evaluation of MRDebug-FL, we ana-
lyse the ranking of the potential root causes of faults (character-
istic ranking) obtained by the fault localization technique, and
execution time. Precisely, the dependent variables or response
variables are: the position of the root cause of fault in the char-
acteristic ranking, and execution time in seconds. The experi-
ments answer the research questions using different statistical
measures and qualitative analyses described below. Among the
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statistic metrics, the p-values and effect sizes are used to validate
the hypotheses proposed in the research questions. The p-values
indicate whether an effect exists in the hypothesis, and the effect
sizes indicate how large that effect is. We consider that p-value
>¼ 0.05 indicates a non-statistical significance for the effect,
whereas p-value < 0.05 indicates a statistical significance. In
the case of the effect sizes, we use the Cohen effect sizes and the
interpretation of Coolican [51]: r > 0.5 indicates large effect, r
> 0.3 is medium effect, r > 0.1 is small effect, and r < 0.1 indi-
cate no effect.

RQ1.1. Is MRDebug-FL more effective at locating the
root cause of MapReduce design fault than a random locali-
zation (baseline)? To answer this research question we use the
EXAM score [52] which is one of the most used evaluation met-
rics in fault localization [36], and the normalized AUC (Area
Under Curve), because it allows comparison between ranking
metrics [53]. The EXAM score measures the percentage of the
characteristic ranking that must be examined until the position
of the root cause of the fault is reached. The AUC considers per
each test case the position of the root cause of the fault in the
characteristic ranking, and it is defined as the sum per each test
case of the percentage of characteristic ranking not analysed.
We compare the characteristic rankings provided by both ran-
dom localization (baseline) and MRDebug-FL using the non-
parametric statistic test Wilcoxon Sign Rank test that measures
the differences between the paired medians with the following
one-tail null hypothesis: H01: The position of the root cause of
the fault in the characteristic ranking obtained by MRDebug-FL
is worse than or equal to that obtained by a random location.

Fig. 10 shows that MRDebug-FL is better than random locali-
zation in locating the root cause of the faults in the first positions
of the characteristic ranking. The figure has three plots, one per
each tie-breaking strategy, and each plot is the distribution of
the positions in the characteristic ranking in which the fault is
located by MRTest-FL and random localization for all programs
and blocking factors. The Y-axis of each plot is the ranking met-
ric used. The X-axis of each plot is the position of the fault in
the characteristic ranking using both the position in the ranking
and the EXAM score. Position 1 of the ranking means that the
debugging technique correctly locates the fault in the best posi-
tion, and the worst position is 17. In other terms, a debugging
technique is more effective when the root cause of the fault is
closer to position 1 of the characteristic ranking (X-axis). It can

be observed in the best tie-breaking strategy (top plot) that, in
median, Random locates the faults in position 4 (position 4.6 in
average), while MRDebug-FL locates them in position 1 (posi-
tion 1.4 as average). In the three tie-breaking strategies,
MRDebug-FL ranks the root cause of the fault in the first top
positions, which corresponds to a low EXAM score. Fig. 10 also
shows on the right the Wilcoxon Sign Rank p-values and Cohen
effect sizes in comparing MRDebug-FL against a random locali-
zation. Regardless of the tie-breaking technique, we can observe
that MRDebug-FL is better than random localization with a
p-value<2e-16 and large effect sizes with r> 0.74.

Fig. 11 compares MRDebug-FL with the random localization
according to the normalized AUC. The X-axis is the position in
which the localization technique locates the root cause of the
fault, and the Y-axis is the cumulative percentage of faults
located at each position for all programs and blocking factors. A
debugging technique is better when the cumulative percentage
of faults (Y-axis) is closer to 100 in the first positions (X-Axis)
because this means that the technique locates more faults in
those positions. It can be observed that Random locates 16.3%
of faults in the first position while MRDebug-FL locates in this
position 87.1% of faults with the best tie strategy and 74.9% in
both average and worst ties. The cumulative number of faults
localized in all positions is measured with the normalized AUC
that is represented in the table on the top of the figure. A debug-
ging technique is more effective when the normalized AUC is
closer to 1. We can observe in the table that MRDebug-FL has a
normalized AUC near to the maximum because it is greater than
0.95. In contrast, the random localization has 0.62 of normalized
AUC. This means that MRDebug-FL not only locates the root
cause of the fault in the top positions of the characteristic rank-
ing, but it is also more effective than random localization.

Based on the above, the null hypothesis is rejected and we
can state that MRDebug-FL is significantly better than ran-
dom localization because it locates the root cause of the fault in
the first positions of the characteristic ranking and with more
normalized AUC.

RQ1.2. In what position of the suspiciousness ranking
obtained by MRDebug-FL is the root cause of the MapRe-
duce design fault? To answer this research question we use the
acc@n metric that measures how many times the root cause of
the fault is localized before the N position. The comparison is
done by the non-parametric statistical test Wilcoxon Sign Rank

Fig. 10. Distribution of the position of the root cause of the fault by random
localization and MRDebug-FL. Fig. 11. Normalized AUC of MRDebug-FL.
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with the following one-tail null hypothesis: H02: The position
of the root cause of the fault in the characteristic ranking
obtained by MRDebug-FL is greater than or equal to N (N is the
position 1, 2… ).

Fig. 12 has three sub-tables with the Wilcoxon Sign Rank
p-values (top) and another three sub-tables with the Cohen effect
sizes [54] (bottom) of each top N (acc@N) position of the char-
acteristic ranking for all programs in all blocking factors. Each
one of the sub-tables is one of the tie-breaking techniques (best,
average and worst) for random localization and MRDebug-FL
with Ochiai1 ranking metric. The two rows of each table are
MRDebug-FL with the ranking metric Ochiai1 and the random
localization, and the columns are the top N (acc@N) positions.
A debugging technique is better when the first top positions
-lower N in acc@N- have both lower p-value -at least below
0.05- and larger effect sizes r. We can observe that MRDebug-
FL localizes the fault in the first top positions of the ranking
(Top 1) with a p-value < 0.05 (significant) and large effect sizes
with r > 0.5. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected for the
top positions of MRDebug-FL and we can state that, in gen-
eral, MRDebug-FL localizes the root causes of the fault in
the first positions of the characteristic ranking.

RQ1.3. How much execution time does MRDebug-FL
employ to locate the MapReduce design fault? To answer this
research question, we analyse the trend of the execution time.
Fig. 13 shows the execution time of MRDebug-FL according to
the number of <key, value> pairs of the test cases of all pro-
grams in all blocking factors. Each point is the execution of fault

localization in one test case, the X-axis is the number of the test
input data, and the Y-axis is the execution time of MRDebug-
FL. The curve depicted in the plot is the trend of the execution
time and it grows according to the number of <key, value>
pairs. As expected, the more test input data to debug, the longer
execution time. Note that MRDebug-FL executes the unit test
cases in one computer and not in the cluster. The test cases with
less than 100 <key, value> pairs employ less than 100 seconds
in the worst cases. However, those test cases with �1000 <key,
value> pairs that employ more execution time take approxi-
mately 2800 seconds (�47 minutes). The execution time also
follows an exponential trend. Therefore, we can state that
MRdebug-FL employs low execution time when the test
cases have few <key, value> pairs, but the execution time
grows exponentially according to the number of the test
input data. Note that this execution time can be decreased by
MRDebug-IR-FL that combines input reduction and fault locali-
zation to localize a fault only with part of the test input data
(Subsection VII-C).

RQ1.4 Can MRDebug-FL achieve a trade-off between the
design faults located and execution time by varying the num-
ber of times that each configuration is executed (parameter
K)? Intuitively, a higher number of configurations executed by
MRDebug-FL (parameter K) yield better results, but also more
execution time. To answer this research question, we analyse the
trend of the normalized AUC in the ranking metrics per each one
of the following values of K: 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 13. For the best K,
we also analyse the number of configurations that fail/pass.

Fig. 14 depicts the increased trend of both execution time of
MRDebug-FL and the normalized AUC when more configura-
tions are executed by MRDebug-FL. The figure has two plots,
the top plot is the trend of the normalized AUC of MRDebug-
FL with Ochiai1 ranking metric and the bottom plot is the exe-
cution time varying in both plots the number of times each con-
figuration is executed. The Y-axis of the top plot is the
normalized AUC and the Y-axis of the bottom plot is the execu-
tion time. In both plots, the X-axis is the K parameter, and the
experiments are re-executed in each one of the K aggregating
the data of all programs and all blocking factors. The best K
parameter of MRDebug-FL (X-axis) is the one that achieves the
best trade-off between effectiveness (Y-axis of top plot) and
efficiency (Y-axis of bottom plot). This means that the best K is
the position of X-axis that has both the normalized AUC closer
to 1 (Y-axis of top plot) and lower execution time (Y-axis of
bottom plot). As expected, we can observe that MRDebug-FL is

Fig. 12. Hypothesis testing of faults rightly located in each position of the ranking for all programs according to different ranking methods.

Fig. 13. Execution time trend of MRDebug-FL.
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more effective when the configurations are executed more times,
but with decreased efficiency. There is no value of K that
achieves the best effectiveness and efficiency at the same time.
From K¼ 1 to K¼ 5 the normalized AUC is improved between
2% and 4%, depending on the tie-breaking technique, whereas
the execution time is slightly increased. In contrast, from K ¼ 5
to K ¼ 13 the execution time increases faster, and the normal-
ized AUC only increases between 0% and 1%. Therefore, we
can state that K5 5 achieves a good trade-off between effec-
tiveness and efficiency.

Fig. 15 depicts the distributions of the number of configura-
tions that fail and succeed during the execution of MRDebug-
FL with K ¼ 5. Per each test case, MRDebug executes several
configurations where some of them succeed, and others fail.
Note that all of these configurations (succeeded or failed) are
useful to locate the root cause of the fault. It can be observed
that, in average, MRDebug-FL executes per each test case 23.4
configurations that fail and 9.4 that succeed. However, this is
not always true for all programs because we have observed in
the supplemental material that in some programs it is just the
opposite. We cannot conclude neither that MRDebug-FL exe-
cutes more configurations that succeed than that fail, nor the
vice versa. Regardless, MRDebug-FL usually executes per each
test case a variety of configurations that both fail and succeed.

B. MRDebug-IR Evaluation

This section addresses the research questions RQ2.1-RQ2.3
by executing MRDebug-IR with the test cases and the program
subjects described at the beginning of this section. In the evalua-
tion of MRDebug-IR, we analyse the test input data after the
reduction, and the execution time. The dependent variables or
response variables are: the number of the <key, value> pairs
after the reduction, and the execution time in seconds. This sec-
tion only shows the aggregated results due to the limitation of
space, but the results of each blocking factor or subject program
are provided as supplemental material.

RQ2.1 Is MRDebug-IR more effective at isolating the test
input data that trigger the MapReduce design faults than a
random reduction (baseline)? To answer this research ques-
tion, we analyse the number of test input data after the reduction
of MRDebug-IR and the random reduction (baseline). This ran-
dom reduction makes random searches in the space as much
time as MRDebug-IR, that is, the technique selects randomly
without substitution several subsets of the test input data
employing the same time as MRDebug-IR. The comparison is
done by the non-parametric statistical test Wilcoxon Sign Rank
with the following one-tail null hypothesis: H03: The number of
test input data after the reduction of MRDebug-IR is greater
than or equal to that after random reduction.

Fig. 16 depicts the distribution of the number of test input
data after the reduction done by both MRDebug-IR and random
reduction (baseline) for all programs in all blocking factors. The
X-axis is the input reduction technique used, and the Y-axis is
the number of the test input data after the reduction. A debug-
ging technique is better when the number of test input data after
the reduction (Y-axis) is closer to 1. The figure also shows the
Wilcoxon Sign Rank p-value and Cohen effect size that com-
pare MRDebug-IR against a random reduction. MRdebug-IR is
more effective than the baseline when both the p-value is lower
-at least below 0.05- and r is larger. In these experiments,
MRDebug-IR always reduces the data below 10 <key, value>
pairs, whereas the random reduction works worse. We can
observe that MRDebug-IR is significantly better than the ran-
dom reduction with a p-value <2e-16 and large effect sizes with
an r ¼ 0.866. Therefore, the null hypothesis is rejected, and we
can state that MRDebug-IR is significantly better at reduc-
ing data than random reduction.

RQ2.2 How effective is MRDebug-IR in reducing the test
input data of the MapReduce design faults? To answer this
research question, we analyse the differences in the number of
test input data before and after MRDebug-IR. We calculate the

Fig. 14. Normalized AUC and execution time according to the K by MRDe-
bug-FL.

Fig. 15. Number of configurations that fail and pass per each execution of
MRDebug-FL.

Fig. 16. Distribution of the test input data after the reduction.
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average of the number of the test input data after the reduction,
and conduct a bivariate correlation analysis between the number
of the test input data before and after the reduction.

Fig. 17 shows the relationship between the number of test
input data before and after the reduction. The figure depicts one
point per each test case indicating the number of test input data
before (X-axis) and after (Y-axis) MRDebug-IR for all pro-
grams and blocking factors. The trend depicted in the figure
indicates how many test input data are obtained after the reduc-
tion (Y-axis) according to the test input data before the reduction
(X-axis). The debugging technique is better when the trend is
closer to 1 in the Y-axis because this means that the debugging
technique reduces many more data. In the same way, when the
trend is horizontally flat it means that the debugging technique
always obtains the same number of test input data after the
reduction (Y-axis) regardless of how large the test input data
were before the reduction (X-axis). The figure also indicates the
Spearman’s correlation coefficient, q, which indicates the
strength -if any- in the relationship between the number of input
data before the reduction and after the reduction. The strength of
relation is bigger when q is closer to 1. MRDebug-IR reduces
the data until reaching 2.5 <key, value> pairs as mean, which
is optimal or close to the optimal. We can observe that
MRDebug-IR reduces the data constantly around 2.5 <key, val-
ue> pairs regardless of how much bigger the test input data are
before the reduction. There is no correlation between the num-
ber of test input data before and after MRDebug-IR. The Spear-
man’s correlation is near to 0 (0.017) obtained with two-sided
95% bootstrap confidence interval. The reduction is independent
from how much data are in the test case, and it is also near to the
optimal reduction. Therefore, we can state that MRDebug-IR
is both effective and reliable because it reduces the test input
data near to the optimal.

RQ2.3 How much execution time does MRDebug-IR
employ to reduce the test input data of the MapReduce
design faults? To answer this research question, we analyse the
trend of the execution time. Fig. 18 shows the execution time of
MRDebug-IR according to the number of <key, value> pairs
of the test cases for all programs in all blocking factors. Each
point is the execution of one test case and the curve is the trend

between the number of test input data before the reduction (X-
axis) and the execution time (Y-axis). As expected, when the
more the test input data to debug, the longer the execution time.
MRDebug-IR reduces the test cases with 1000-9999 <key, val-
ue> pairs in 86.7 seconds on average. However, if the test case
has 10000-99999 <key, value> pairs the execution time is
increased until 6975 seconds (�2 hours) on average. Therefore,
we can state that MRDebug-IR employs low execution time
when the test cases have few <key, value> pairs, but the exe-
cution time increases exponentially. Note that MRDebug-IR
executes the unit test cases in one computer and not in the clus-
ter in order to fine-grain control the execution.

C. MRDebug-IR-FL Evaluation

This section addresses the research questions RQ3.1-RQ3.3
by executing both MRDebug-IR-FL and MRDebug-FL with the
test cases and the program subjects described in the beginning of
this section. The baseline of RQ3.1 and RQ3.2 is MRDebug-FL,
and the treatment is MRDebug-IR-FL which is configured to
localize the faults after reducing the test input data down to the
minimum possible. In RQ3.3, we analyse how effective/efficient
MRDebug-IR-FL is at locating faults when it is configured to
reduce more or less data. In all the research questions, the
MRDebug techniques uses K ¼ 5 because, according to RQ1.4,
this achieves a good trade-off between effectiveness and effi-
ciency. As we can observe in Subsection VII-A, MRDebug-FL
does not scale well, and to make a fair comparison between
MRDebug-FL and MRDebug-IR-FL, in RQ3.1 and RQ3.2 we
use the blocking factors 10-99 and 100-999 <key, value> pairs.
In contrast, RQ3.3 only analyses MRDebug-IR-FL and we use
the following blocking factors: between 10 and 99, 100 and 999,
1000 and 9999, and between 10000 and 99999 <key, value>
pairs. This section only shows the aggregated results with the
Ochiai1 ranking metric due to the limitation of space, and the
supplemental material contains the results of each blocking fac-
tor, subject program or ranking metric.

RQ3.1 Is MRDebug-IR-FL more effective at locating the
MapReduce design faults than MRDebug-FL? To answer this
research question, we analyse the position of the fault in the
characteristic ranking provided by both MRDebug-FL and
MRDebug-IR-FL. The comparison is done using the non-

Fig. 17. Trend of test input data before and after MRDebug-IR.
Fig. 18. Execution time trend of MRDebug-IR.
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parametric statistical test Wilcoxon Sign Rank with the follow-
ing one-tail null hypothesis: H04: The position of the root cause
of the fault in the characteristic ranking obtained by MRDebug-
IR-FL is worse than or equal to that obtained by MRDebug-FL.

Fig. 19 depicts how much better MRDebug-IF-FL is than
MRDebug-FL at locating the root cause of the faults in the first
positions of the characteristic ranking. The figure has three plots,
one per each tie-breaking strategy, and each plot depicts for all
programs and blocking factors the distribution of positions of
root cause of fault in both MRDebug-FL and MRDebug-IR-FL.
The X-axis of each plot is the position of the fault in the charac-
teristic ranking, and the Y-axis of each plot the debugging techni-
ques MRDebug-IR-FL and MRDebug-FL. A debugging
technique is more effective when the root cause of the fault is
closer to position 1 of the characteristic ranking (X-axis). The
figure also shows the Wilcoxon Sign Rank p-values and Cohen
effect sizes that compares MRDebug-IR-FL against MRDebug-
FL. The debugging technique MRdebug-IR-FL is more effective
than MRDebug-FL when regardless of the tie-breaking tech-
nique both the p-value is lower -at least below 0.05- and r is
larger. Note that MRDebug-FL localizes the faults without
reducing the test input data, and MRDebug-IR-FL localizes after
reducing the test input data as much as MRDebug-IR can. It can
be observed in the best tie-breaking strategy (top plot) that, in
average, MRDebug-FL locates the faults in the position 1.4,
while MRDebug-IR-FL locates them in position 1.2. Although
MRDebug-FL is able to locate the root cause of the faults in the
first positions of the characteristic ranking, MRDebug-IR-FL
locates the faults even in higher positions. Regardless of the tie-
breaking technique, we can observe that MRDebug-IR-FL is bet-
ter than MRDebug-FL with a p-value < 0.0001 and small-
medium effect sizes r > 0.122. Therefore, the null hypothesis is
rejected, and we can state that MRDebug-IR-FL is signifi-
cantly better than MRDebug-FL because it locates the root
cause of the fault in better positions of the characteristic ranking.

RQ3.2 Is MRDebug-IR-FL able to decrease the execution
time of MRDebug-FL? To answer this research question, we
analyse the execution time employed by MRDebug-IR-FL and
MRDebug-FL. We compare the execution time using the non-
parametric statistical testWilcoxon Sign Rank with the following
one-tail null hypothesis: H05: The execution time of MRDebug-
IR-FL is greater than or equal to that of MRDebug-FL.

Fig. 20 depicts for all programs and blocking factors the dis-
tribution of the execution time of both MRDebug-FL, and
MRDebug-IR-FL locating the faults after reducing the test input

until the maximum possible. The Y-axis is the execution time,
and the X-axis the debugging techniques MRDebug-IR-FL and
MRDebug-FL. The figure also shows the Wilcoxon Sign Rank
p-values and Cohen effect sizes of the comparison. MRDebug-
IR-FL is more efficient than MRDebug-FL when both the
p-value is lower -at least below 0.05- and r is larger. We can
observe that, in median, MRDebug-FL 3.8 seconds to locate the
fault while MRDebug-IR-FL employs 1.8 seconds to both
reduce the data and locate the fault. In the worst case,
MRDebug-FL locates the fault in �19000 seconds (5.3 hours)
while MRDebug-IR-FL only employs �200 seconds in the
worst case to both reduce the data and locate the fault.
MRDebug-IR-FL is significantly faster than the MRDebug-FL
with a p-value <2e-16 and medium/large effect sizes with an
r ¼ 0.475. Therefore, we can state that MRDebug-IR-FL is
faster than MRDebug-FL at localizing the faults because the
input reduction of MRDebug-IR-FL removes all irrelevant data
and the localization is done with less data.

RQ3.3 How much data should MRDebug-IR-FL reduce
to localize the faults in both a more effective and more effi-
cient way? To answer the research question, we analyse the nor-
malized AUC and the execution time employed by MRDebug-
IR-FL. Depending on how many test input data MRDebug-IR-
FL reduces, the localization can yield different results and exe-
cution time. We execute the test cases forcing MRDebug-IR-FL
to reduce the data down to the following reduction thresholds:
10, 500, 1000 and 1500<key, value> pairs.

Fig. 21 shows the normalized AUC for MRDebug-IR-FL
varying the reduction threshold (i.e., how many test input data
are after the reduction) in all programs and blocking factors.
The X-axis is the reduction threshold, and the Y-axis is the nor-
malized AUC obtained by the fault localization done by
MRDebug-IR-FL. The most effective reduction threshold (X-
axis) for MRDebug-IR-FL is the one that achieves the best nor-
malized AUC (Y-axis) closer to 1. When the data is reduced
down to 1500<key, value> pairs, the normalized AUC is high,
between 0.93 and 0.97, depending on the tie-breaking technique,
but when MRDebug-IR-FL reduces down to 10 <key, value>
pairs, the normalized AUC is increased until it reaches between
0.96 and 0.97, depending also on the tie-breaking technique. In
general, we can observe that MRDebug-IR-FL increases pro-
gressively the normalized AUC when there are less data to

Fig. 19. Distribution of the position of the root cause of the fault by MRDebug-
IR-FL andMRDebug-FL.

Fig. 20. Distribution of execution time in both MRDebug-FL and MRDebug-
IR-FL.
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localize. This means that MRDebug-IR-FL is better when the
data is reduced down to the minimum possible.

Fig. 22 depicts the total execution time of MRDebug-IR-FL
varying the reduction threshold. The Y-axis is the total execu-
tion time employed by MRDebug-IR-FL, and the X-axis is the
number of <key, value> pairs of the test input data before
MRDebug-IR-FL, i.e., before the input reduction. In this figure
we use different colours for each different reduction threshold.
Note that MRDebug-IR-FL reduces the test input data down the
threshold and localizes the root cause of the fault with the
reduced data. Depending on the reduction threshold used,
MRDebug could be more efficient. The best reduction threshold
in terms of efficiency is the one that has the curve trend lower
and closer to 0. As expected, we can observe that MRDebug-IR-
FL employs different execution time depending on the reduction
threshold. For example, in a test case with 2000 <key, value>
pairs, if MRDebug-IR-FL reduces the test input data down to
1500 <key value> pairs, it employs in total �650 seconds on
average, but if the reduction is down to 10 <key, value> pairs
the total execution time of MRDebug-IR-FL decreases by
employing �15 seconds on average. In general, regardless of
the test input data, we can observe -as can be expected- that
MRDebug-IR-FL employs less execution time when there is
less data to localize. This means that MRDebug-IR-FL is faster
when the data is reduced down to the minimum possible.

Therefore, we can state that MRDebug-IR-FL localizes the
faults both better and faster when it reduces the data to the
maximum possible degree because the input reduction
removes the irrelevant data.

D. Discussion of Results

The experiments indicate that the MapReduce design faults
can be automatically located and the test input data can be auto-
matically reduced until close to the maximum reduction. In the
remainder of this subsection, the results of each debugging tech-
nique are discussed.

MRDebug-FL: the results of RQ1.1 and RQ1.2 (Subsection
VII-A) indicate that when using the Ochiai1 ranking metric,
MRDebug-FL locates automatically the right root cause of the
faults in the first positions of the characteristic ranking and does
so significantly better than random localization. In the supple-
mental material we also analyse MRDebug-FL using 52 ranking

metrics and the results are similar to when using Ochiai1. All of
the ranking metrics are significantly better than random localiza-
tion in best and average ties. In the worst ties, 51 out of 52 rank-
ing metrics are significantly better than random localization.
The majority of ranking metrics also achieve a normalized AUC
greater than 0.9 in all ties. The best ranking metrics in the
experiments are Kulczynski2, McCon, and M2 that achieve the
following normalized AUC values: 0.98 in best ties, 0.96 in the
average ties, and 0.95 in the worst ties. Almost all ranking met-
rics also locate the fault in the first positions (Top 1) with
p-value < 0.05 in best and average ties. In the worst ties, 40 out
of 52 ranking metrics locate the fault in the top 1 (acc@1) with
p-value < 0.05, and the majority of them (46 out of 52) locate
the fault in top 2 (acc@2) with p-value< 0.05.

The results of RQ1.4 indicate that MRDebug-FL achieves a
trade-off between effectiveness and efficiency when it locates
the fault executing each configuration 5 times (parameter K ¼
5). We also observe that MRDebug-FL obtains better effective-
ness when the number of times that each configuration is exe-
cuted increases. These results have similarities with those
obtained by Abreu et al. [55] for general-purpose programs. In
both cases,MapReduce design faults and general-purpose faults,
increasing the number of runs analysed by the fault localization
improves its effectiveness.

In general terms, MRDebug-FL executes several configura-
tions that fail and other configurations that succeed. The distri-
bution of them depends on the program under debugging, but
they are enough to locate the root cause of the fault. These
results also have similarities with those obtained by Abreu et al.
[55] for general-purpose programs: executing few configura-
tions that fail is enough to obtain a near-optimal effectiveness of
the debugging technique.

MRDebug-IR: isolates automatically the data that trigger the
fault achieving the maximum reduction or near to the maximum
reduction possible. MRDebug-IR employs low execution time
with small test input data, but the execution time increases rap-
idly. Note that MRDebug-IR uses Delta Debugging, and other
authors also consider that the execution time of Delta Debug-
ging can grow exponentially. According to Misherghi et al.
[56], the input reduction of AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) is
NP-Complete, and Kalhauge et al. [57] prove that the input
reduction problem is also NP-Complete in a broader way for
dependency graphs. The search space of input reduction is 2n

Fig. 21. Normalized AUC according to the reduction thresholds by MRDebug-
IR-FL.

Fig. 22. Execution time for different reduction thresholds in MRDebug-IR-FL.
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and the complexity of Delta Debugging is Oðn2Þ in the worst
cases according to Zeller et al. [20], where n is the size of the
test case setting (number of <key, value> pairs in our domain).
For example, while Delta Debugging can take up to 3 hours to
reduce a test case with n ¼ 14092 in a general purpose pro-
gram [58], MRDebug-IR spends on average less than 7 minutes
in the experiments for the same n but inMapReduce programs.

MRDebug-IR-FL: despite the fact that both techniques,
MRDebug-FL and MRDebug-IR, are effective, the execution
time increases quickly according to the number of the test input
data, especially in MRDebug-FL. The execution time of fault
localization can be decreased if the test input data is reduced
before the localization. This means that instead of localizing the
fault with all the test input data, the input reduction technique
removes the irrelevant data and, after that, the fault localization
technique locates the fault with only the small part of the test
input data that is relevant. This is done by MRDebug-IR-FL,
that executes the localization after the input reduction.
MRDebug-IR-FL improves not only the execution time but also
the effectiveness of fault localization (MRDebug-FL). In the
supplemental material we also analyse MRDebug, using the 52
ranking metrics and in almost all of them MRDebug-IR-FL is
significantly better than MRDebug-FL for best, average and
worst ties. In the best ties, MRDebug-IR-FL is significantly bet-
ter than MRDebug-FL in 50 out of 52 ranking metrics, and in
the case of both average and worst ties, it is better in 48 out of
52 ranking metrics. Note that MRDebug-IR-FL not only local-
izes the faults both better and faster than MRDebug-FL, but in
less execution time it also obtains a minimal data that triggers
the failure.

E. Limitations

MRDebug does not execute the program under test in a clus-
ter, but in a local environment so to guarantee both a fine-grain
control and a reproducibility that is not easy to achieve in Big
Data clusters due to the parallel non-deterministic executions.
However, this local execution inhibits debugging test cases with
large production datasets, as it is also the case with the unit test-
ing tools commonly used in Big Data such as MRUnit or other
XUnit tools that are executed locally. The remainder of this sub-
section discusses the limitations of the experiments through the
threats of validity and their subcategories [48], [59], [60].

The conclusion threats are those issues that could affect the
conclusions drawn from the experiments. The MRDebug techni-
ques of this paper take advantage of MRTest to automatically
check if there is a failure or not. MRTest could erroneously indi-
cate to MRDebug that one execution succeeds when in fact it
should indicate failure (inaccurate data). Although these errors
could decrease the effectiveness of MRDebug, MRTest provides
the right information on average 60% to 100% of the time,
depending on the program and test input data [14]. This is not a
major issue because even with these inaccurate data, MRDebug
is effective enough, as can be seen in the experiments.

The internal threats are those issues regarding the causal rela-
tionship between independent variables and dependent varia-
bles. RQ1.3, RQ2.3 and RQ3.2 analyse the execution time, but

some noise may be introduced into the measurements by other
operative system tasks (confounding effects of variables). To
mitigate this problem, the experiments were executed in the
same computer without any other programs operating in the
background.

The tool that automates MRDebug can contain faults and
other limitations. To mitigate the potential faults of the tool,
thorough manual/automatic testing was performed mainly from
the functional and performance point of view.

The external threats are those issues that can affect the gener-
alization of the results. The experimentation units are test cases
randomly selected from a set of MapReduce programs. These
programs were selected by purposive sampling. Ideally, the pro-
grams should also be selected randomly, but often this is not
always feasible in software engineering [48] (Interaction of
selection and treatment). For Big Data programs, there is no
benchmark of design faults, and industrial programs are not usu-
ally available [61]. This problem was mitigated by using both
faulty real-world programs and injecting a design faults in the
MapReduce benchmarks used in the literature [40], [41]. The
faults injected in the experiments (hand-seeded faults) could
decrease the reproducibility of the experiments because seeded
faults can usually be considered both subjective and not repre-
sentative of real faults in terms of easy detection [62]. However,
in our experiments we have observed that the results are similar
in hand-seeded faults than in real-world faults.

The test cases used to evaluate MRDebug have up to 99999
<key, value> pairs. The results of the experiments could not be
generalizable for larger sizes of the test input data (Applicability
of results across different samples). To reduce the threat, the
experiments analyse the relationships and trends according to
the number of <key, value> pairs. Note that MRDebug is not
executed in a cluster, and it is not able to debug test cases with
large production data. According to other authors, debugging
Big Data applications at scale have some fundamental obstacles
[63], and executing several times the application at scale is also
prohibitive expensive [64]. However, MRDebug does not intend
to debug with production data, but with test data in development
environment.

Other results can be obtained if MRDebug debugs the programs
in smarter ways, that is if MRDebug-FL generates/analyses the
configurations in a different way, or if MRDebug-IR employs a
better search strategy (Applicability of results when technique is
varied). In this regard, it is worth mentioning that MRDebug tech-
niques achieve very good effectiveness, and the results of the
experiments are reliable across different settings. In the case of
MRDebug-FL, similar results are achieved in the majority of 52
different ranking metrics commonly used in the research. In the
case of MRDebug-IR, the results show optimal or near to optimal
effectiveness regardless of the test input data. In the case of
MRDebug-IR-FL, the evaluation analyses different reduction
thresholds, and the trends are consistent.

In the experiments, the techniques MRDebug-FL and
MRDebug-IR are not compared with other state-of-the-art
debugging techniques. None of the state-of-the-art debugging
techniques is able to locate the root cause of the design faults or
reduce the test input data automatically without a user-defined
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oracle. In the case of the fault localization, these techniques are
not able to obtain the characteristic that triggers the fault because
they obtain suspicious lines of code. Another difference is that
MRDebug obtains the root cause of the fault with only one test
case, while the state-of-the-art fault localization techniques usu-
ally need several test cases. MRDebug-FL is a tailoring of the
state-of-the-art fault localization techniques focused on the
design faults. On the other hand, MRDebug-IR is also an adapta-
tion of Delta Debugging to reduce the test input data of MapRe-
duce design faults using MRTest [14] as oracle. The other
state-of-the-art input reduction techniques like data provenance
[40], [65] usually require a user-defined oracle per each record of
the outcome, while instead the oracle MRTest judges the whole
outcome. Therefore, neither MRDebug-FL nor MRDebug-IR
can be compared with the state-of-the-art techniques. To reduce
the threat, MRDebug-FL compares 52 ranking metrics and it is
evaluated against a random localization, and MRDebug-IR
against random reduction. The evaluation of MRDebug-IR-FL is
done using MRDebug-FL as a baseline. The debugging techni-
ques of MRDebug not only are better than the random baselines,
but in absolute terms locate the faults in the best positions and
reduce the data near to the maximum possible.

The construct threats are those issues between the experiment
and its underlying theoretical concepts. MRDebug-FL and
MRDebug-IR are only compared against a random localization/
reduction because the other techniques of the literature are not
suitable forMapReduce design faults. In the case of fault localiza-
tion, the other techniques are usually focused on the analysis of
the statements instead of on configurations. In the case of input
reduction, the other techniques of the literature do not support the
reduction ofMapReduce design faults.

One part of the experiment analyses the efficiency of MRDe-
bug techniques based only on the execution time measure, but
there could be more measures not considered here, such as
memory (Mono-operation bias). To mitigate this problem, the
tool that automates the research was tested to avoid memory
bottlenecks.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Debugging distributed programs is a difficult task, especially
in the Big Data field [66]. Several works propose debugging
techniques focused on performance for Big Data frameworks
[67], [68] and others for the MapReduce programs [69], [70]. In
contrast, the current paper does not focus on performance
debugging, but on functional debugging. From practical point of
view, functional debugging can be done manually or automati-
cally, analyzing the code statically or dynamically, and also
with runtime production data or with test data. There are some
fundamental obstacles to debugging Big Data programs at scale
in production [63]. Several debugging techniques require to
instrument the code or analyze several executions in controlled
way, but this is prohibitively expensive with large production
data. Executing both testing and debugging in the development
environment can be more practical than in production because
the tests do not impact production, the environment is more

controllable, and there is no need for importing the test data into
a distributed filesystem, among other advantages.

Olston et al. [71] interview ten employers of Yahoo! about
debugging dataflow programs like MapReduce. The majority of
them suggest that it can be valuable to obtain the data and opera-
tors that cause the failure. The current paper undertakes both
tasks inMapReduce design faults through the MRDebug frame-
work. MRDebug locates the root cause of the fault and
isolates/reduces the data that trigger the failure. This debugging
framework is executed automatically analyzing the test data and
executing the code dynamically in development environment to
handle accurately the whole execution.

Fault localization: Gecer et al. [72] investigate the debug-
ging techniques used by seven Big Data developers and dis-
cover that these developers find the root cause of the faults by
manual analysis of the logs, among others. Daphne [63] is a
debugger for DryadLINQ (framework that supports and extends
theMapReduce processing model). This debugger diagnoses the
root cause of the faults based on a decision tree at different lev-
els of abstraction considering logs and stack traces of the execu-
tion. The current work, MRDebug, analyses neither logs nor
stack traces because it is focused on the failures that are trig-
gered by some non-deterministic executions. Then MRDebug
analyses with spectrum-based fault localization not only one
execution, but it executes the program several times to locate
the non-deterministic characteristics that trigger the failure.

Gulzar et al. [41] propose OptDebug that is a spectrum-based
fault localization approach to locate the faulty line/operation in
dataflow applications like Spark. OptDebug analyses which lines
and operations (e.g., split of string, or minus operation between
two integers) are covered during the test execution and if the exe-
cutions fail/succeed. As result, OptDebug obtains a ranking of
lines/operations that are more suspicious to contain a fault. MRDe-
bug also uses spectrum-based fault localization for Big Data appli-
cations, but the kind of faults localized in OptDebug and
MRDebug are different. OptDebug locates faults caused by an
operation code, while MRDebug locates faults that are not caused
by the code itself, but by the program design. MRDebug analyses
execution patterns and does not analyse the lines/operations cov-
ered because, in case of design faults, the same coverage in the
same program with the same test input data can sometimes suc-
ceed and other times fail due to the non-deterministic execution.
Another difference is that OptDebug requires a user-defined oracle
per each record of the outcome, whereas in contrast MRDebug
does not require that the tester provides the oracle because it uses
MRTest [14]. OptDebug cannot use MRTest as oracle because
MRTest is an oracle for the whole outcome and not for each
record, and MRTest is also focused on design faults instead of
other faults. Both techniques, OptDebug and MRDebug, are com-
plementary because they obtain different information about the
fault: OptDebug obtains the faulty line of code and MRDebug the
execution pattern that trigger the failure. In the case of general-
purpose faults, it could be more useful to locate the line of code
that trigger the failure. However, in the case of design faults, the
failures are triggered by non-deterministic executions of the frame-
work, and it could be more useful to locate which have in common
the executions that triggers the failure.
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Isolation/reduction of the data: Some Big Data developers
reduce, re-create or ignore data manually to observe the faults
[72], but there are some research works to automatize this task.
BigSift [64] is a runtime debugger for applications executed in
Spark (framework that supports and extends the MapReduce
processing model). This debugger isolates the data through
Delta Debugging combined with data provenance and a user-
defined oracle per each record of the outcome. The current
paper, MRDebug, also isolates the data based on Delta Debug-
ging, but does not require that the tester provides an oracle
because it uses MRTest [14]. Note that BigSift cannot use
MRTest as oracle because MRTest only works as oracle for the
whole outcome and not per each record. MRDebug is not
focused on any type of faults, but it is focused only on design
faults. During the execution of the Delta Debugging algorithm,
MRDebug executes several times the application in a controlled
environment, and it also allows to stop the reduction when a
threshold is reached.

Feng et al. [73] propose to debug the Big Data applications
by means of a binary search aimed to reduce the input data while
at the same time preserving the test coverage. MRDebug is not
focused on general-domain failures as the previous technique,
but on the design faults of the MapReduce applications. Thus,
MRDebug preserves the occurrence of the failure in any config-
uration instead of the test coverage.

Other debugging utilities: Breadcrumb [74] debugs the Big
Data queries that do not produce a result, and the tool provides a
trace of the reasons of the unexpected result. DPLOG [75] also
provides intermediate traces together with state information
about all the executions of the Big Data program. Inspector
Gadget [71] is a debugger that alerts about predicate violations
and also traces the data that produce the failures in Pig programs
(high level language compiled as MapReduce program). Our
previous work also alerts of potential failures in production [76],
but only for those caused byMapReduce design faults. The cur-
rent work, MRDebug, also allows to trace the failures, but only
for those caused by design faults and only at a high level, exe-
cuting the configuration that triggers the failure with breakpoints
and watchpoints.

In the case of runtime debugging, Amber [77] is a Big Data
platform that enables several debugging functionalities such as
pauses during the program execution or conditional breakpoints,
among others. Amber is based on the Actor model instead of the
MapReduce processing model but achieves similar performance
to Spark. According to one study [78] of Stack Overflow, one of
the challenges of Spark is the lack of debugging tools that show
the data processing details without significant runtime overhead.
Another runtime debugger of Spark is BigDebug [79] that
allows to insert simulated breakpoints and watchpoints directly
in a production environment. Similarly, IDRAMR [80] supports
breakpoints in the MapReduce-style cluster during the runtime,
but the debugging is performed in a different machine based on
a copy of the execution state. This type of out-of-place debug-
ging is also done by Snoopy [81] in the Spark applications, sup-
porting programmatic breakpoints and pausing, among others.
In contrast to the previous techniques, the current paper, MRDe-
bug, does not support breakpoints in production but simulates

these production environments to allow the insertion of the
breakpoints and watchpoints in the configurations. Other works
are focused on record and replay failures. Arthur [82] is a
debugger for Hadoop and Spark that traces the relevant data and
allows to replay the failure. Newt [83] is another debugger of
MapReduce applications that captures runtime information
allowing the tracing and reproduction of failures. Bergen et al.
[84] propose a debugger for Spark that records failures from
production and reproduces these failures locally to support
breakpoints. The current work, MRDebug, is focused on non-
deterministic failures, but the previous record-replay techniques
do not handle these kinds of faults properly. Arthur [82] consid-
ers a checksum of the output and can then detect non-
determinism, but is not able to reproduce non-deterministic
results. Newt [83] can also record the non-deterministic data but
is not able to reproduce them deterministically. The current
work, MRDebug, not only captures the non-deterministic execu-
tions that cause failures, but also reproduces them deterministi-
cally through seeds.

Another way to reproduce the non-deterministic faults is forc-
ing the test case execution to trigger the failure every time.
However, this is challenging in Big Data. Despite the fact the
tester can tune the framework parameters, the tester does not
have fine-grain control of how the test case is executed because
“some parameters interact subtly with the rest of the framework
and/or job-configuration and is relatively more complex for the
user to control finely” [34]. Hadoop MapReduce has more than
190 parameters that can affect the execution behaviour [33], and
in each release an average of 4.14 parameters are created, 1.6
renamed and 0.16 removed [85]. The framework Spark also has
a lot of parameters that can affect the execution behaviour, and
almost 10% of Spark commits add/modify/remove parameters
[86]. In addition to the number of parameters, the dependencies
between other parameters are prevalent and diverse, and their
handling is often deficient and ad hoc [87]. If the tester indicates
4 number of Mappers, the framework considers it as a hint and
can execute a different number of Mappers regardless of the
tester’s choice [34]. All of these parameters make it difficult in
practice to debug the Big Data programs directly in production.
In contrast, MRDebug executes the debugging in a controllable
environment using simulation.

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a debugging framework called MRDebug
that automates both the fault localization and input reduction of
MapReduce design faults. These faults are located using a
spectrum-based fault localization technique, and the test input
data is reduced using Delta Debugging, in both cases adapted to
debug the MapReduce design faults. The experiments in both
real-word and seeded programs show that the faults can be
localized analysing only a few executions, and the test input
data is reduced until the minimal or near to the minimal needed
to trigger the fault.

In conclusion, MRDebug can help testers/developers under-
stand the MapReduce design faults and the potential risk of run-
ning the faulty program in production. Faults such as these are
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difficult to reproduce because they usually manifest themselves
non-deterministically over a distributed framework that cannot
be fine-grained controlled. MRDebug automatically obtains the
root cause of the faults, making it easy to comprehend which
part of the program is faulty and the circumstances that
trigger/mask the fault. The tester/developer can obtain insights
about the fault using MRDebug to reproduce the non-
deterministic fault in a controlled way in many different config-
urations that trigger the failure. During the inspection of the
faults, they could face that large part of the test input data that is
completely irrelevant to understand the fault. MRDebug auto-
matically obtains a minimal part of the test input data that trig-
gers the failure, helping the tester/developer to simplify this
inspection to a minimal part. In practice, MRDebug can both
enhance the debugging of the MapReduce applications and
decrease the time to fix the design faults.

As future work we plan to extend MRDebug implementation
to support other MapReduce frameworks like Spark or Flink.
Another future research line is to repair/fix [88] the programs
automatically during runtime using a self-adapt technique based
on PDCA methodology. Once a program is executed in produc-
tion, the testing technique MRTest will detect the design faults.
Next, MRDebug will locate the root cause of the fault. Finally,
the program should be automatically repaired to pass the tests
and continue the execution.
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